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PUBLIC and LIVE 
AUCTION 

in VIGNOLA by Vaccari auction room 
Via M.Buonarroti, 46 - Vignola (Mo) 

 

philately - postal history 
 

sale catalogue no.95 
 

SATURDAY 6 APRIL 2019 
First session 10 a.m. (local time) 

lots 1-608 
Second session 2 p.m. (local time) 

lots 609-1286 

 

the catalogue on-line 
www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/?SetLanguage=en 

In the site, you can find what you are interested in easily, see the lots reproduced, send your offer quickly 
consult (at the end of the auction) the list of unsold items (available at the starting price until 7 May) and prices realised. 

 

browse the catalogue 
https://issuu.com/vaccaristamps/docs/vaccari_asta95_6aprile2019 

 
NO COMMISSION CHARGES ON BIDS 

Pour vos offres d’achat il n’y a pas de commissions 
Keine Provision berechnet wird 

VAT INCLUDED 
 
 

BIDS 
mail, fax, e-mail, internet bids and the live bidding registration will be accepted 

until FRIDAY 5 APRIL 2019 - 5 p.m. (local time) 
We would like to remind you that in case of equal bids the first one arrived wins. 

 
TELEPHONE BIDS (recorded) 

following written request - see terms of sale 
 

 
 

 
Please read TERMS OF SALE carefully 
(in the page of the auction up right) 
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VIEWING OF LOTS 

 
MILANOFIL 

22-23 March 2019 
by our stand 

(excluded bulky lots in albums or boxes - except for lots 782, 1202, 1205, 1272 and 1276) 
 

Vaccari auction room 
3-5 April 2019 

9:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. and 2:30 - 7 p.m. (local time) 
upon appointment 

 
 

Vaccari auction room 
6 April 2019 

from 8:15 a.m. (local time) 
during the first session it is possible to see the lots which will be offered in the second one 

 
 

* * * 
 
 

FIRST SESSION - 10 a.m. (local time) 
 

lots 1-608 
 
 

Miscellaneous, Curiosities - Preadhesive or unfranked letters 
Lombardy Venetia - Modena - Naples and Naples Provinces - Parma 

Papal State - Romagne - Sardinia - Sicily - Tuscany - Risorgimento - Kingdom of Italy 
 
 

* * * 
 
 

SECOND SESSION - 2 p.m. (local time) 
 

lots 609-1286 
 
 

R.S.I. and Regency - Republic of Italy - Trieste AMG-VG/FTT 
Italian post offices abroad - Colonies - Occupations, Military - Varieties 

Sea routes - Postal Stationery - Disinfection - Railways, Travelling offices 
Air Mail, Zeppelin, Space 

Foreign countries - Lots and Collections 
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FOREWORD 

 
 
The LIVE auction experience, novelty introduced last year, has turned out very positive and appreciated 
by collectors, who had the opportunity to bid from their computers during the course of the public auction 
as if they were present in the auction room. The same chance will be given for this auction sale of 
philately and postal history, displayed in catalogue no.95; all it takes is a fast internet connection and to 
subscribe within Friday 5 April at 5:00 p.m. local time, deadline also to register mail bids and to apply 
for telephone bids (by mail, fax, e-mail and internet). Those who wish to participate in the public auction 
by Vaccari seat shall be welcome on Saturday 6 April from 10:00 a.m. local time. You can find, however, 
the various ways of participating in the terms of sale that we suggest to read carefully. 
 
I always repeat two points which are important to decide one’s own bid: 
- at Vaccari auctions no commission is applied to buyers’ return prices (generally 20/22%); 
- the lots with my initials or signature, regardless of whether they come with or without an expert 
certificate, are absolutely guaranteed with reference to their description and, among them, those with a 
value higher than 500.00 euro come with a Vaccari S.r.l. certificate of guarantee free of charge. 
 
Descriptions (some of them also in English in the site) have been made with the greatest care and many 
details but reproductions (numerous in the hardcopy version of the catalogue, but all of them in our 
web-site www.vaccari.it, only some bulky ones excluded) are integral part of them. 
Those who would like to see our lots in person can come and visit us by our stand on Friday 22 and on 
Saturday 23 March at Milanofil (bulky lots in album or box excluded, except for numbers 782, 1202, 
1205, 1272 and 1276); from Wednesday 3 April by our seat (3-5 April upon appointment - on the 6th 
from 8:15 a.m. local time). 
 
Directly from our site, you can send your bids, see (once the auction is over) the list of auction returns 
and possible lots unsold and available at the starting price until 7 May. In addition, specific researches can 
be easily made, as per the version to be browsed in the free site Issuu http://issuu.com/vaccaristamps. 
 
I suggest to check the whole catalogue, that presents 1,286 lots of Italy and foreign countries, from 
preadhesive up to present days, with particular attention to the sections we have been concerned with for 
years and that reflect our specialisation. A great deal should be highlighted, and I am sure that collectors 
will appreciate what they can find in this catalogue; there are so many lots of undoubted interest from a 
philatelic and postal historical point of view. 
I just point out those selected for the hardcopy cover: for Modena, one letter from Reggio to Lugano of 2 
June 1852 with the cent.15 yellow on the second day of issue of Este postage stamps, the only one known 
with this franking sent to Switzerland (112); for Naples, one letter from Medicina to Bologna of 9 March 
1862 with 2 grana of Naples Provinces, rare type outside the former Kingdom of Naples for the rate of 10 
centimes and use in postal fraud (193); for the Kingdom of Vittorio Emanuele III, one registered letter 
from Bologna to Modena of 11 June 1929 with the cent.25 Imperial green and a strip of four of the rare 
1,75 lire brown with effigy of the king perforated 13 and 3/4 (580). Also the sector devoted to “Lots and 
collections” is full of surprises, for those who will have the opportunity to view it! For example, lot 1276 
comes out, being an exceptional group of Sardinia with 519 postage stamps and 114 letters. 
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Well represented is the section devoted to Air mail, Zeppelin and Space. Peculiar and interesting from 
both a collecting and a historical point of view are the posters and leaflets of aircraft enterprises, and, in 
general, the whole sector shows items that will attract connoisseurs. On the cover, lot 880, an envelope 
relevant to the Atlantic Air Cruise (seaplane “Santa Maria II” - Francesco de Pinedo) franked with the 
cent.60 overprinted in red “Air Mail De Pinedo 1927” commemorative of the flight. In Space, China 
covers, flown and not, are present again. 
 
Some lots will be pointed out in our daily newspaper Vaccari news www.vaccarinews.it and in our social 
pages, such as Facebook www.facebook.com/VaccariFilatelia, www.facebook.com/VaccariShop, Twitter 
and Instagram. 
To receive our periodical communications and our free catalogues, fill in the form “Catalogue request”, 
that you can find in our site home page. 
If you wish to be always informed about all the updates, the news, but also about the special offers and 
discounts in the site only, register for “Mailing list” (up right) or click “Mi piace” in our Facebook page 
(www.facebook.com/VaccariFilatelia). 
 
Enjoy yourselves! 

Paolo Vaccari 
Chairman Board of Directors 

Vaccari S.r.l. 
Vignola, February 2019 

 

* * * 
 

ON PAPER CATALOGUE COVER 
 
 

DUCHY OF MODENA
Letter from Reggio to Lugano of 2.6.1852 

with c.15 yellow Vaccari n.4 - Sassone n.3 - 
Italic capitals cancellation “Reggio 2 Giu.o” 
with handwritten charge alongside - second 

day of issue for Este postage stamps and 
sole letter known with this kind of franking 

addressed to Switzerland - on the back, 
arrival postmark of 4.6.1852 - rare - very 

good quality - En.Diena (cert.1991) - Paolo 
Vaccari (cert.2019)

lot 112 - BASE 7,800.00

 
 
 
 

We are available for further information 
and for high resolution images on demand. 
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NAPLES - NAPLES PROVINCES 
Letter from Medicina to Bologna of 9.3.1862 
with Naples Provinces gr.2 blue Vaccari n.9 - 
Sassone n.20b - double circle cancellation 
“Medicina Bologna 9 Mar. 62” - arrival 
postmark on the back - besides the rare use of 
this type outside the ex Kingdom of Naples for 
the rate of c.10 (gr.2 = c.10), the postage stamp 
has been used as a postal fraud: it is possible to 
see, up right, part of the example stuck by the 
sender, then substituted by the postal attendant 
with another one already used - rare combination 
- R.Diena (cert.2000) - Paolo Vaccari (cert.2019) 
lot 193 - BASE 8,000.00 
 
 

 

KINGDOM OF ITALY
Vittorio Emanuele III

Registered letter from Bologna to Modena of 
11.6.1929 franked for L.7,25 with Imperial c.25 
green + Effigy of Vittorio Emanuele III L.1,75 

brown perforated 13 3/4, vertical strip of 4 
perfectly perforated - Sassone n.242+248 - 

cancellation “BOLOGNA RACCOMANDATE 
11.6.29” + arrival postmark on the back - rate 

for a cover of 180 gr (handwritten figure) 
corresponding to 12 c.50 postage + L.1,25 for 
the registration, for a total of L.7,25 - no other 

letters franked with the strip of 4 of this rare 
postage stamp are known - Paolo Vaccari 

(cert.2006) 
lot 580 - BASE 16,000.00

 
 
AIR MAIL 
Newfoundland - 1927 - Francesco De Pinedo - 
Atlantic Air Cruise, seaplane “Santa Maria II” - 
Lap Trepassey (Newfoundland)-Rome - headed 
cover of the company I.F. Perlin & C. sent on 
20.5.1927 from St.John’s to Manchester 
(England), with Newfoundland special c.60 
postage stamp overprinted in red “Air Mail De 
Pinedo 1927” (Yvert Air Mail n.4) - departure 
canc. “St.Johns, N’Fld May 20 10-AM. 1927”, 
of transit “Trepassey Newf’d My 21-27” and, on 
the back, arrival postmark “Roma Centro 19-20 
22 VI 1927” - three light vertical creases not 
touching the postage stamp - Bolaffi small cancel - Giulio Bolaffi (cert.1962: “air letter that I have signed in full as 
a guarantee, given its rarity”) - F.Longhi (cat. n.1641/R3, cert.AIEP 2017 “Rare letter, one out of 225 franked with 
the special air mail postage stamp, commemorative of the flight”) - good quality - rarity 
lot 880 - BASE 7,000.00 
 


